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Our Services
We provide a full range of residential landscape design services, including:
n on-site consultation and property analysis,
n coordination with architects, builders, and interior designers,
n landscape design that enhances the site’s natural beauty while overcoming flaws,
n project management, including supervision of contractors,
n site preparation and installation of furnishings and plants,
n garden maintenance.

How We Work
We begin by learning about your lifestyle and expectations in a brief questionnaire. We arrange a one-hour
consultation at your site in which we walk the property and discuss your ideas in greater detail.
Based upon our meeting, we study the site more intensively. We take measurements, photograph key
areas, and identify the natural patterns of sun, wind, and drainage. We evaluate the soil, existing trees
and plants, and structural elements such as sidewalks and creek beds.
We develop a master plan with drawings that indicate placement of architectural elements as well as
trees and plants. We prepare a cost estimate in line with your budget.
We discuss the design and drawings with you. We are open to changes and will offer options for achieving
your design goals. Many clients prefer that we execute the plan in its entirety to ensure design integrity.
Some clients choose to set up the project in stages, installing basic elements at first and filling in additional
elements later.
Once you approve the master plan, we develop a set of working drawings for construction and planting as
well as a timetable of tasks. For fencing, pools, water sprinklers, lighting, and other construction, we
recommend contractors that have proven themselves over the years, or we defer to ones you have
chosen. If you like, we can solicit construction bids, supervise contractors, and otherwise manage the
entire project. At a minimum, we coordinate the work of contractors and let them bill you directly. We bill
only for the tasks completed by our staff.
As the final step, our experienced gardeners install the plants and furnishings. We review the completed
design and ensure that you are as pleased with it as we are.
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